FAIRFIELD MUNICIPAL BUILDING
5350 PLEASANT AVENUE
FAIRFIELD, OH 45014

BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS

AGENDA
December 1, 2021
6:00 p.m.
Roll Call
Pledge of Allegiance
Approval of Previous Minutes:
-

October 6, 2021 Meeting Minutes

New Business
Case No. BZA‐21‐14 ‐ Over 35% Allowed for Rear Yard – 4910 Hardell Drive
A variance request submitted by Lucas and Mallory Arnette, for the property located at 4910
Hardell Drive, Lot No. 2560, in the R‐1 zoning district.
Section 1143.06 (a) of the zoning code states, no accessory building shall occupy more area than
thirty‐five percent (35%) of the required rear yard.
The homeowners are requesting a variance to exceed their allowable rear yard accessory
structures. They are permitted to have 851 square feet of accessory structures. With their
approved pool, their proposed shed and pool deck, they will exceed it by 335 square feet.

cc:

Don Bennett, Acting City Manager
Alisha Wilson, Clerk of Council (9)
Greg Kathman, Development Services Director
BZA Members (7)

5350 Pleasant Avenue, Fairfield, Ohio 45014

MINUTES OF THE
FAIRFIELD BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
October 6, 2021
Scott Lepsky called the Board of Zoning Appeals hearing to order at 6:00 p.m. at the Fairfield Municipal Building, 5350
Pleasant Avenue.

Roll Call

Maria Mullen, Secretary, called the roll of the Board of Zoning Appeals. Present members were Mark Rhodus (MR), Tony
Rawe (TR), Mary Stier (MS), Scott Lepsky (SL), and Erin Simons (ES), and Dale Paullus. Leland Rosato (LR), Building Official
and Steve Wolterman (SW), Law Director were also present. SL made motion to excuse Chad Whitmore and was passed
by the Board.

Pledge of Allegiance
Minutes of the Previous Meeting

The minutes were approved from the Board of Zoning Appeals meeting held on August 4, 2021.

Reports/Studies/General Discussion
Zoning Code Update Discussion with Consultant
Erin Lynn (EL), Planning Manager, introduced the consultant team from McBride Dale Clarion. The project
manager, Liz Fields (LF), and Jason Keith were present. LF gave a PowerPoint presentation the zoning code
update process. There are five top variance requests to be discussed.
1. Fences Encroaching in Setbacks
• Most variance requests for fences in the setback area are corner lots
• Some lots have double frontage, a street behind the house as well as in front of the house.
• The double frontage lots require front yard setbacks for both the front and back yards of the
property. This greatly diminishes the size of the backyard that can be utilized.
• ES said many of the BZA approvals for these fences also had conditions for the owners to use a
certain type of fence.
• Code could have a “standard” fence type if located on a corner front side yard.
• There could be guidelines for a more open fence on a corner lot, not a privacy, but a split rail,
Kentucky board, or metal/aluminum decorative fence.
• TR stated they should consider the height limit of 4-foot tall fences on corner lots.
• LR suggested making certain types of fences not allowed, instead of what is allowed.
• No privacy fences in the front yard.
• No concerns with fences in commercial areas. The Board does get variance requests but not
that often.
• Maintenance issues should be addressed.
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2. Accessory Buildings over 500 feet and Exceeding Rear Yard Lot Coverage (35% of yard)
• LF discussed one large structure versus multiple sheds.
• Most requests for a garage over the 500 sf are wanting one large structure so they don’t need
multiple small structures.
• ES takes into consideration the character of the neighborhood.
• SL stated the 35% rule does not take into account the depth of the lot. The size of accessory
structure should not be larger than the principal structure (house).
• If we allow larger structures, the size should be proportionate to the house size.
• TR mentioned the Board’s concern with setting precedent.
• LF explained the new adopted codes give the Board a clean slate. Once the new code is
approved, the previous approved variances cannot be considered as a precedent.
• MS compared it to the comprehensive plan. They have been able to use the plan to justify their
decisions.
• LR mentioned the neighborhoods with smaller houses, no basements or garages, really need an
accessory structure for storage. We should consider allowing big structures for these older
neighborhoods.
• SL recommended the review of the building materials allowed for the structures. Possibly check
with other jurisdictions on their requirements.
• The Board hears requests from all over the map.
• LF changed the discussion to Accessory Dwelling Units, a secondary living unit.
• ES would like the Board’s opinion on this matter. She does think it could create a parking issue
if it were allowed on a single family lot.
• TR asked if we have anything in our code that allows one residence to be owned and a
secondary residence to be rented. EL said it is not allowed; only one living unit is allowed on a
parcel.
• Mother-in-law additions are not a second living unit unless it has no access to the main house
and/or has a complete separate living area - full kitchen (provisions for cooking), bath, and a
bedroom.
• SL would like the code to address this issue as it may be necessary to have in the code.
• TR sees AirBNB coming to our area with everything that is going on around us; for example,
Spooky Nook.
• LR mentioned having specific code requirements for the type of lot/parcel. We have pie shaped
lots, long deep lots, wide lots, 2-3 acre lots, etc.
• MR added another idea about the accessory structures. If the owner wants multiple
sheds/structures, the total square footage of the shed/structure should also have to adhere to
the square footage being proportionate to the house.
3. Outdoor Seating/Dining
• Currently no outdoor areas are allowed without a variance.
• LF has never come across this regulation for outdoor areas in any other cities. Is this something
we can add conditions to regulate through the code, or do we need to leave this ordinance as it
stands?
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ES said for the most part, the Board has not had a problem approving a majority of these
requests. They have a few with serious issues, one being the Mango’s outdoor area request
mainly due to the location of the bar. Mangos is right next to a residential area, and the
requested area was not safe.
LR stated the current ordinance is ultimate authority. It allows for each case to be reviewed
separately based on the criteria of location and public safety.
LR believes this ordinance is not problematic and is working for the City.
TW and EL suggested having criteria laid out in the ordinance so that some outdoor areas would
not have to go to BZA. It could be the business is not a bar and not close to a residential area.
EL asked if we wanted to make the applicant come in for an unnecessary review and meeting.
Maybe the ordinance should require all outdoor area to have nice fencing and landscaping
around the area. Possibly only allow outdoor areas for restaurants not serving alcohol.
DP agreed that we do not have many issues with restaurants as we do bars.
MS said if they don’t meet all the set standards, then they would need to come in front of the
Board for a variance.
SL stated that standards should center on public safety, visibility, lighting, and ingress/egress.
He gave examples of a case that had visibility issues.
TR added the area of outdoor seating should be relative to the indoor business area.
We could have guidelines for outdoor seating at restaurants that don’t serve alcohol, but if
alcohol is served they either have additional guidelines to meet or we have them apply for
variance.
If a restaurant already has outdoor seating, and later decides to add alcohol to their menu, then
they would need a variance to continue to use the outdoor area.
ES suggested the code should clearly define a bar versus a restaurant.
LF discussed the issues with adding definitions to the code as there are some grey areas. We
need to be careful when adding definitions.
LR stated a bar and restaurant is the same “use” in the Ohio Building Code. Both are A-2 uses.
SL does not mind reviewing these cases. He feels they can make more of an impact by
reviewing these issues.
EL said she knows variance run with the land, but other City boards have been able approve
with conditions for the current business/owner only, which do carry over to the next owner.
Does the BZA have the authority to do that as well?
JC said the Board members have made restrictions like that in certain cases. Anything that looks
like we gave a license to one person to operate a piece of property while they own it is suspect.
We try to stay away from those types of personal restrictions.
TR pointed out it may be difficult to regulate the alcohol rule when a restaurant with outdoor
seating sells the property to a new owner who wants to sell alcohol. The new owner may
purchase it, not know the regulations and wind up in trouble.
ES wondered if this a problem we have to solve. Could this ordinance remain as it is written?
LR agrees that it is working, and it may be best to leave the ordinance alone.
TR also questioned whether this code discourages businesses from coming to Fairfield. Maybe
ask the Chamber of Commerce for some feedback.
JC stated this ordinance came about when “no smoking in businesses” became a law.
Businesses needed an outdoor area for their smoking patrons.
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4. Exceeding Sign Size Allowance/Electronic Signs
• DP stated there is excessive use of window signs. Businesses are covering all the windows with
signage. It is a safety issue for police.
• The issue is the percentage of windows that are covered, and sometimes the actual look of the
signs.
• City’s ordinance allows for signage on the windows, but there is no limit to how much they are
allowed to have.
• Most variances have been for signs over the square footage allowed for the location, and the
use of electric message display signs.
• Current code allows for certain types of signs and square foot limitations for a sign based on the
zoning district of the business location.
• Electronic flashing signs in the window are prohibited. If we allow them in the window, then
there needs to be restrictions, such as only allowing the sign to be on during store hours. Sign
should not be on when the store/business is closed.
• It is an enforcement issue. The business community will have issues with more regulations not
allowing them to advertise.
• JC explained electronic signs and how the City has regulated the use of those signs.
• TR added the businesses would like the rules to be consistent throughout the City.
• EL explained the design standards will be reviewed. We do have requirements for sign size in
certain areas.
• Character of the areas must be considered, so it would be difficult to allow a consistent sign law
for all areas. Nilles Road should not be able to have the same sign laws as Dixie Hwy.
• Many communities are not allowing pole signs anymore and going to ground signs only.
• LF will investigate and examine other jurisdictions regulations regarding signs.
• LR advised the Board of the issues with signage for multi-tenant buildings. The multi-tenant
buildings have limited signage for the entire site. Owners give some tenants more signage than
others, and sometimes this does not allow new tenants to have any signage or only a small
amount of signage. This needs to be clarified in the code.
• EL agreed that we continually run into problems with the multi-tenant signage. We need the
rules set up fairly in advance.
• LR also sees a problem with allowing signage based on lot frontage.
LF and EL thanked the Board for their time and their input.
Adjournment
SL made a motion to adjourn, seconded by ES. The motion carried 6-0.

__________________________

Scott Lepsky, Chairman
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________________________

Maria K. Mullen, Secretary

1137.08 VARIANCES.
In authorizing a variance, the Board of Zoning Appeals may attach thereto such
conditions regarding the location, character and other features of the proposed
structure or use as it may deem necessary in the interest of the furtherance of the
purpose of the Zoning Ordinance and in the public interest. In authorizing a variance
with attached conditions, the Board shall require such evidence and guarantee of
bond, as it may deem necessary, that the conditions attached are and shall be complied
with.
(b) Area/size Variance. No area/size variance shall be authorized by the Board of
Zoning Appeals unless the Board has considered and weighed the following factors to
determine if the property owner requesting a variance has encountered practical
difficulties:
(1) Whether the property in question will yield a reasonable return or whether
there can be any beneficial use of the property without the variance;
(2) Whether the variance is substantial;
(3) Whether the essential character of the neighborhood would be substantially
altered or whether adjoining properties would suffer substantial detriment as a result
of the variance;
(4) Whether the variance would adversely affect the delivery of governmental
services, including, but not limited to, water, sewer, and garbage services;
(5) Whether the property owner purchased the property with knowledge of the
zoning restrictions;
(6) Whether the property owner's predicament feasibly can be obviated through
some method other than a variance; and
(7) Whether the spirit and intent behind the zoning requirement would be
observed and substantial justice done by granting a variance.
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